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About This Game

Nothing is what it seems in Fabulous – Angela’s Fashion Fever! After being cheated on by her husband and losing her job,
Angela is on the verge of giving up on her dreams. That is, until she gets the surprise of a lifetime…Truly, famous fashion

queen, picks Angela to be one of seven finalists in the contest to take over her crown! Angela revels in a world of glamorous
parties, fancy hotels, and sneaky hookups with her celebrity crush. But beneath the glittering surface, Angela’s idol Truly is

hiding a bitter secret…

Enjoy other GameHouse original stories:

 Delicious - Emily's Hopes and Fears
Delicious - Emily's Home Sweet Home
 Delicious - Emily's New Beginning
Delicious - Emily's Honeymoon Cruise
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GUI is a bit too small.
Some texts are smeared and hard to read.
Annoying pings at turn end.
Music is annoying and not inline with the theme.
Annoying gunshots in the "main menu".
Animations are jerky.
Overall flow of the game feels like a stuttering video. annoying.
Turn based tactics with no tactics and short timed turns. I played only one stupid mission. It was some sort of twisted turn based
pseudo tactical deathmach. I made a hat for my hero. It gives 1% of something. I also added a skill that gave me 1% accuracy.
Also upgraded my gun in a simmilar +1% bonnus style.
Line of sight issues.
Square cover system that does nothing.
If that is day one in development maybe the game will be fun at some point. But i think it is not.
Graphics are at acceptable level for what it is.
I also seen items availabe for G currency wich i might be wrong but is to be real money, so there might be a pay to win element.

This is not a game.
"Worst turn-based tactics of all time" candidate.. The Best Coaches I have seen for Train Simulator So far, They are amazing
and I think you should get them too ! :D these are also needed for my latest scenario too. Altogether I would rate these coaches a
big fat 9.8\/10 also as a side note: GET EM NOW !!!!!!. I highly recommend using this software if you want to learn the basics
of RPG making!. Can't even get past the first level because of a joystick bug which pushed the plane into the ground. I wouldn't
recommend this to anyone unless they are not going to remember their ordeal.. so um how do I get my special gear? otherwise
fantastic gameplay and great graphics, still glad i got it. I have not played alot of worm games, but I have most. I really like this
game. I would suggest it if you like worms. I am not too good but love it.
. It's 3 neat vignettes with cool audioscapes you can play around with. Nothing hugely interactive, just, nice places to be. You'll
have seen most everything in 15 minutes, which is about how long a cup of coffee lasts, which is about what this costs. So there
ya go!

It's nice.. This is a diner dash ripoff. You might think you're getting a robust veterinarian simulator, but you'd be wrong. The
animals even sit in chairs in the waiting room like they're people. This is not the kind of anthropomorphising we need our
children to be experiencing.
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Excellent work. It is so realistic that it gives you that relaxing and calm feeling as if you really were at a museum. Hope more
exhibits are added.. The idea and the art I like a lot...that being said the controls are horrific. The frame rate plumets when you
run. The controls it tells you to press are half playstation buttons.
Example:
If you go to the marathon screen you have to ctrl+alt+del your way out of the game unless you have a controller. It says press
circle to leave...
I wouldn't pay full price for this game, maybe 5 bucks...maybe
However I do like the animations and the blood explosions are cool effects.

. A quirky but strangely addictive little shooter. Not a traditional FPS as you snipe from a couple of fixed points per map (like
different windows from a building for example). It claims to be like Lemmings with guns but that's not really accurate either.
The hostage you're trying to protect only moves when you shoot so you really have to decide who to shoot next. It's further
complicated by patrolling guards so timing is key as well. What results can be infuratingly difficult at times but extremely
satisfying when you get it right. There's also equipment upgrades (sights, weapons, tripods and the like) to add a bit of
grindability to it as well.

It's early access at the moment but what's there is easily worth $5 already. The Dev has been very reactive in squashing reported
bugs and hopefully with more levels and more equipment as well as the challenge of trying to beat the best scores per level
(online) the longevity should be more than adequate for the price being asked. A little gem.. Well that was cute.. The game is
OK it is more like Escape the room then Portal what I mean is in portal you know where the puzzle ends in deorbit the whole
map is a puzzle and it contains small "portal like puzzles get from a to b " It is good fun if you like to untangle stuff
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